6-Week Class Prerequisites
(6-Week Classes can be done simultaneously.
See Sharon for qualifications)

Beginning Meditation (Med I)
& Intermediate (Med II)
Beginning Healing (Healing I)
& Intermediate Healing II

Women’s Intuition &
Female Creativity Classes

The Clairvoyant Program is a ‘sanctuary’
in which a spiritual being explores who
they really are in their physical body,
by seeing themselves in others. You get
stuck, get unstuck and create miracles
along the way, being amused at how you
create … … or not.
You also learn to become more neutral to

(Various Start Nights 7-9:30 OR
Saturday Afternoons 2-4:30)

situations so you can utilize your own

Male / Female Energy

in resistance.

(One Night Classes 7-9:30)

The Clairvoyant Program

energy pro-actively, rather than
The basis of ‘Spiritual Freedom’ is
realized by not having to give up yourself
to something else, but rather to truly

Beginning Clairvoyant Class

‘be’ who you really are in your life.

(Thursday Nights 7-10)

Clairvoyant training does not promise to

Student Reading Slot

make you more positive, popular, better

(Wednesday Nights 7-10:30)
Healing Clinics
(Monday Nights 7-9:30)

working energy, you may feel that way

Psychic Fairs & Crystal Fairs
Bi-Annual Erasure Lectures
(See Calendar for Fairs & Lectures)

looking, active or honest, but after
and truly amaze yourself.

The Symbol of the Rose

Two Ways to Begin the
Clairvoyant Program

(What it means and how to use it)

I. The “6-Week Class” Clairvoyant Program

Months 0 thru 3
Past Lives
Learn to recognize your own past lives
while seeing yourself in others’ lives.
Baby Being Agreements
How to see and communicate with
the spirit of an unborn being.
Body/Being Clocks
How do you, the Spirit, communicate
and balance your life with your Body.
Programmability
Recognize how one can become
programmed by outside energies.
Neutrality
Neutrality is not apathy nor nonparticipation, but being able to
acknowledge the ‘truth’ of a situation,
neutrally, free of judgment.

Amusement
“The Spiritual Elixir of Life”
Find Amusement to your Creations.
The Chakras
Explore your ‘Spiritual Information
Centers’ as you see others’.
Psychic Abilities
Combine energies from different
chakras to view other abilities.
Being at Gold
Practice being at this pure energy.
Spiritual Growth
Out of ‘The Comfort Zone’ and
‘Into the Light’.

After an interview to determine if you are
indeed ready to begin, start the Clairvoyant
Program while still in 6-Week Classes.
I can assist you in creating a schedule that will
work for your personal goals, whether you
would like to take it slow or go for it.
II. The 1-Year Clairvoyant Program
Begin after your 6-Week Classes.

Both Programs Include
4 One-Day On-Site Psychic Fairs
6 Crystal Fair Weekends (SF&WC)
2 Erasure Lecture Weekends
Weekly Clairvoyant Class or Read
Weekly 2-Hour Reading
Weekly Monday Night Clinic

Special Events, (Not Included)
Guest Healers
Goddess Retreats

Guest Lecturers
Goals Retreats

Special Workshops or Classes with Sharon
which do not fall on regular class nights.
Healing Packages
Spiritual Pilgrimages

$3,600 for a 1-Year Program
($300 per Month)

Months 4 thru 6
Seven Layers of the Aura
Learn how to see & read the energy
field around your body & others’.
Spirits & Spirit Guides
Guides or Trouble-makers?
Learn to recognize the difference and
work with whom you choose.
The Reading Line
Experience the miracle of being in
line with other students, seeing
exactly what they see.
Center Chair & Side Chair
Practice reading different parts of a
person’s aura, while clearing your
own pictures & matching energies.
How to be “Safe”
Learn and apply new tools weekly.
How to Answer Questions
A Reading offers Insight, not Advice.
Creative Rings
Find and see your spiritual gifts.
2-Hour Reading Format
Learn to read a complete stranger.
10-Minute Fair Reading Format
See & clear your karma as you read.
Matching & Un-matching Energy
How to ’match’ people without
‘becoming’ the same energy.
Making Separations
A spiritual ‘clean-out’ to stay clear.
Clairvoyant Healing
The gentle power of spiritual healing.

